
 

 

 

This is not meant to judge, but address any issue that could get in the way of us having a sincere 

relationship with Him.  Winning is connected to our heart towards Jesus, and there is a right and 

wrong way to W.I.N. In life.  Part of that is understanding this…”CHANGE OUR PRIZE, WE WILL 

CHANGE OUR LIVES”.   

 

Are you at a place yet, where the prize that you are running after is a sincere relationship with 

Jesus?   

 

What do you feel like needs to improve regarding your relationship with Jesus? 

 

What is the next big step you need to take to W.I.N. Big for God? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



STUDY GUIDE 

DEVELOPING A CHAMPIONS HEART FOR GOD!  
 
(https://youtube.com/shorts/HT3SHRqLD2c?feature=share) 

 

Introduction: 

There is no value we can put on what it cost to become a Champion. But oftentimes we 

look at Champions from the outside in, instead of the inside out.  Getting to blinded by 

the lifestyle of a Champion, instead of what it really takes to become one.  Ironically, to 

truly become a Champion the right way there needs to be a coach’s eye who is honest 

and caring enough to tell you the truth about where you are and where you need to 

go.  This requires humility.  Let’s posture our hearts in a place of humility to receive what 

the Lord has for us today.  

Scriptures:   
MATTHEW 16:24 

ROMANS 12:2 

ROMANS 4:18 

COLOSSIANS 3:23 

1 CORINTHIANS 9:24 
 

Discussion Questions: 
1. What did you feel like it would require and invest to develop a winning relationship with 

Jesus? 

2. What adversity are you currently facing that has caused you to feel hopeless?   

3. Would you be willing to take the risk of faith to apply Isaiah 43:19 to forget the former 

things that are impacting your belief system, and see your life from Gods perspective? 

4.  What do you feel like needs to change in regards to your work ethic in developing a 

Champions heart for God? 

5. Have you ever considered that you have what it takes, and if so what qualities are you 

proud of regarding your work ethic and commitment to being great for God? 

6. If Jesus was sitting face to face with you, and He asked what’s important now in your life, 

what would be your honest answer? 

Moving Forward:  
• TRUE CHAMPIONS ARE COACHABLE! 

• A CHAMPION WALKS WITH A WINNER’S MINDSET! 

• CHAMPIONS DO THE WORK! 

• CHAMPIONS TAKE ACTION! 

Changing Your Mind: 
Commit all your ways unto the Lord and all you do shall succeed (PROVERBS 16:3)!  

https://youtube.com/shorts/HT3SHRqLD2c?feature=share

